August 13, 2007
Dear Real Estate Professional:
As a real estate agent representing buyers and sellers of homes in the Guilford community it is
important that you recognize the responsibilities and obligations created by the Guilford Deed
and Agreement and that they be conveyed to the parties in a Guilford real estate transaction.
The Guilford web page now contains a section for real estate professionals at the following link:
http://www.guilfordnews.com/guilfordrealestate.htm. That source contains a copy of the
Guilford Charter and By-Laws, the Deed and Agreement, Architectural Guidelines, a map
showing the designation of the Guilford National Historic District, and other useful information.
We frequently find that Guilford buyers may be unfamiliar with the covenants and unaware of
the Architectural Guidelines for properties and the application process for exterior alteration. A
copy of the Deed and Agreement should always be provided to buyers at closing and the
covenants governing the property exterior explained. It also would be helpful if a copy of the
Architectural Guidelines was provided.
In addition, a seller of a Guilford property may have outstanding covenant issues either related to
the payment of the mandatory maintenance charges or compliance with the Architectural
Guidelines. Information concerning the status of maintenance payments should be obtained from
the Association’s management agent using the contact indicated on the web page. The
Association through its Architectural Committee also may have issued a letter to a property
owner indicating covenant issues related to the property’s exterior. As required by the Maryland
Homeowners Act, any outstanding covenant issues must be fully disclosed to the buyer by the
seller. We urge that sellers resolve covenant issues prior to putting their home on the market.
Delinquent maintenance fees must be paid at sale. If there are issues related to the property’s
exterior condition that remain uncorrected at sale, we urge that there be an allowance to bring the
home into compliance and that the funds be placed into an Association approved escrow account.
Sellers and buyers should be aware that the failure of the Association to enforce covenant
violations does not waive its right to do so in the future. The Association does not “grandfather”
violations. The existence of non-compliant materials, for example, does not mean that these
materials can be used as replacements or maintained in the future.
I hope that this has clarified the Association’s position concerning the Guilford covenants and
conveyed the importance that the Deed and Agreement be provided and discussed as part of real
estate transactions.
Sincerely,
Lynda Aalpoel Riley
P.O. Box 4677

Baltimore, Maryland 21212

